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Install is easy! – Please follow instructions below: 
 

!   Handling: Never fold the dash cover! Always re-roll carefully for storage. Don’t put heavy 
objects on the dash cover, as they can leave permanent marks or indentations! 
 
Installing: 
1. Clean your dash before installing. Use provided alcohol pad to clean area where Velcro 

will be applied. 
 
2. Place dash cover on the dash making sure vents and other features line up, use hands to 

form to contours. 
 

3. IMPORTANT! Push dash cover edge into the gap between the windshield glass and the 
dash. 

 
4. Cut provided Velcro strips into small pieces and match them to the sewn Velcro on back 

side of Carpet dash covers or anywhere desired on back side of Velour/Suede dash 
covers. DO NOT REMOVE backing on adhesive until you are sure the dash cover is 
located exactly how you want it to be. 

 
5. Pull the backing off the Velcro adhesive in one area at a time. Start at one of the edges 

near the windshield and work across to the other side. It is very important to clean the 
spot on the dash where the Velcro will be applied. 

 
6. Your new dash cover will form to the dash over time and with the heat generated by sun 

through the windshield. This can take several days or weeks depending on weather 
conditions 

 
Sensors: many vehicles have sensors on the dash. Their location varies widely by make, 
model and trim level. On some vehicles, the sensor is incorporated into the windshield vent 
and no extra cutting is required. In other cases, a sensor may be an option (not on all 
vehicles of a model). In these cases, your Dash cover will be marked with the sensor 
location on the back side but will not be cut unless requested at time of ordering. Typically, 
sensor holes are too small to have sewn binding edges.  
 
Speakers: Sound passes through the dash cover quite well so we do not make cutouts for 
speakers. Our philosophy is not to cut for speakers as it defeats the purpose of a dash cover 
– to protect the dash from the sun. 
 
Defrosting Vents:  Make sure to fasten the dash cover well around vents. Make a test with 
fan on full to see if it is secure. Depending on the model, the dash cover design may extend 
over the edges of vents. This will help protect the vent walls from developing cracks.  
 
Cleaning your dash cover: Hand wash with mild detergent in cold water. Air dry. 


